
Clock Song   
 
 Count: 32 Wall: 4  Level: Improver - Lilt 

Choreographer: Christina Yang (Apr. 2013) 

 Music: Tic Toc by Smile 

 

 
 

Start the dance after 40 counts 
 
[1-8] Forward shuffle, forward shuffle, 1/2 turn to L with backward shuffle, coaster step 
1&2  RF forward walk, LF half closed to RF, RF forward walk 
3&4  LF forward walk, RF half closed to LF, LF forward walk 
5&6  1/2 turn to L while RF backward walk, LF half closed to RF, RF backward walk 
7&8  LF backward walk, RF closed to LF, LF Forward walk(weight on the LF) 
 
[9-16] Kick ball change x 2, Side rock, recover, back over vine step 
1&2  RF Kick right foot slightly forward, step onto the ball of right foot, change weight on to left foot 
3&4  RF Kick right foot slightly forward, step onto the ball of right foot, change weight on to left foot 
5-6  RF to side step, LF in place(weight on LF) 
7&8  RF crossed behind LF, LF side to L, RF crossed over LF 
 
[17-24] Side rock, recover, back over vine, 1/4 turn to L while backward walk, 1/2 turn to L while forward 
walk, forward shuffle 
1-2  LF to side step, RF in place(weight on RF) 
3&4  LF crossed behind RF, RF side to R, LF crossed over RF 
5-6  1/4 turn to L while RF backward walk, 1/2 turn to L while LF forward walk 
7&8  RF forward walk, LF half closed to RF, RF forward walk 
 
[25-32] 1/4 pivot turn, 1/4 pivot turn, forward walk, recover, coaster step 
1-2  LF 1/4 pivot turn to R 
3-4  LF 1/4 pivot turn to R 
5-6  LF forward walk, RF in place(weight on RF) 
7&8  LF backward walk, RF closed to LF, LF forward walk(weight on the LF) 
 
Tag : On the 2, 5 wall, RF rocking chair during 4 counts. 


